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Abstract: Psychological stress is a psychological stress response that occurs when a person 

is faced with an overwhelming situation. Research has shown that the right level of stress 

can lead to progress and the realisation of one's potential. For students, appropriate levels 

of stress can enhance their learning and contribute to their growth and development. 

However, excessive psychological stress can be physically and psychologically distressing, 

and can even lead to suicidal behaviour. If students with abnormal psychological stress can 

be identified in time, schools can provide timely help and intervention to alleviate the 

psychological stress. The main objective of this paper is to develop a study on the analysis 

of university students' mental health based on machine learning. To investigate the 

difference between supervised and unsupervised learning, the LOF algorithm was also 

introduced for comparison. Experiments show that the G-mean value of ES-ANN improves 

by approximately 8 percentage points and the F1 value by approximately 4 percentage 

points over the best benchmark algorithm. Compared to traditional questionnaire-based 

methods, the daily campus data has a higher degree of authenticity and real time, which 

helps schools to identify students with high psychological stress in a timely manner. The 

research in this paper suggests that this idea is potentially feasible and deserves further 

validation and improvement in practice. 

1. Introduction 

With the increasing pressure of employment and the challenges of social life, students are under 

more and more pressure in their studies and lives, and are more likely to suffer adverse effects from 

excessive psychological stress. Traditional psychological stress surveys are difficult to implement 

on a large scale due to the complexity of the operation and long deadlines, while students may not 
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take them seriously if they are only surveyed through a questionnaire at school, and have to wait for 

students to take the initiative to approach the psychology centre or counsellors in order to grasp the 

state of their psychological stress. In contrast, assessment by means of big data mining is a new 

model that is more proactive, efficient and can be implemented universally [1-2]. 

In a related study, Koustuv argues that there is a growing concern about the mental health of 

university students and that it is difficult to assess the mental health needs of this group in real time 

and at scale [3]. The prevalence and widespread use of social media, particularly among young 

people, provides opportunities for various stakeholders to proactively assess the mental health of 

university students and provide timely and tailored support. 

Thomas' key findings from data collected from 699 students suggest that there is no significant 

relationship between total ICT use scores, mental health and psychological and emotional 

well-being [4]. The results were relatively consistent with the initial study, except in terms of social 

well-being. In the context of the study, it was concluded that there were no risk factors for ICT use 

patterns on the psychological health and well-being of distance open learning students. 

Mahfuzulhoq et al. used a Google survey form to collect data. After training and testing the 

dataset with five algorithms, the best method for predicting depression among Bangladeshi 

university students was found [5]. Various prediction algorithms were compared, and an Android 

mental health mobile application was also designed and developed to provide psychological support 

to university students. 

This paper proposes a method for assessing psychological stress among university students based 

on daily campus data. The paper first identifies data sources on university campuses that can be 

used for psychological assessment, including students' personal information, course grade records, 

campus card spending records, and bursary records. Then a computational method for extracting 

features from these data sources is given, and finally the features are obtained for training a 

machine learning model. An integrated sampling neural network (ES-ANN) model for unbalanced 

sample data is proposed. The training process is prone to more severe data imbalance as the 

proportion of students with high psychological stress is small in relation to the total number of 

students. To address this problem, an integrated sampling neural network (ES-ANN) model is 

proposed. The model consists of multiple neural network models, each using an undersampling 

algorithm, and then using integrated learning techniques to synthesise the classification results of 

each neural network. 

2. Design Research 

2.1. Student Psychological Stress Assessment Model 

In order to obtain better experimental results in an unbalanced sample set, the ES-ANN 

integrated sampling neural network model was introduced, while the LOF outlier detection model 

was introduced for comparison in order to compare the differences between supervised and 

unsupervised learning in dealing with such problems [6]. 

Integrated Sampling Neural Network (ES-ANN) models [7-8]: after obtaining all the data 

features needed for model training, it is the specific data that is substituted into the model for 

computation, for supervised neural network models, called EnsemblesamplingANN, which can 

make good use of the entire data set [9-10]. d denotes all datasets, D training denotes the training set, 

D test denotes the test set, DT denotes the set of positive samples and DN denotes the set of 

negative samples as in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Composition of the ten-fold cross-validation dataset 

Steps Assembling Constituent elements 
1 DT DT1,DT2,DT3,…DT10 

2 DN DN1,DN2,DN3…DN10 

3 D Training D, Test D 

4 D Training DT1,DT2…DT9,DN1,DN2…DN9 

5 D Test DT 10,DN 10 

Because of the need to solve the problem of unbalanced samples, the best results are obtained by 

taking n=5 weak classifiers in the actual parameter search test. DT denotes the set of positive 

samples in the training set, DN denotes the set of negative samples in the training set, and D1~5 

denotes the training set of five weak classifiers as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Data composition of the training set of the weak classifier 

Steps Assembling Constituent 

1 DN Training 
DN Training1,DN Training2,…DN 

Training5 

2 D1 DT Training,DN Training1 

3 D2 DT Training,DN Training2 

4 D3 DT Training,DN Training3 

5 D4 DT Training,DN Training4 

6 D5 DT Training,DN Training5 

These weak classifiers are all used in the neural network algorithm, and the final prediction of 

the integrated sampling neural network relies on the five weak classifiers to vote [11-12]. 

The neural network is built using the keras library with the tensorflow library as the lower layer 

support and three hidden layers [13-14] with 64,8,2, nodes respectively. The hidden layers use relu 

as the activation function and the output uses softmax for classification. The loss function uses 

category cross-entropy, with y and y^ as the actual output and labelled result respectively, which is 

calculated as follows 
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Figure 1. Neural network structure diagram 
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The structure of each weak classifier neural network is shown above [15-16], and the structure of 

the integrated sampling neural network used by the model is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 2. Structure of the integrated sampling neural network ES-ANN 

The model uses the adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation) optimization algorithm, which is a 

method that will calculate an adaptive learning rate for each of its parameters [17-18]. The 

algorithmic idea is equivalent to the combination of RMSprop + Momentum algorithm [19-20]. 

2.2. Machine Learning Model Evaluation Methods  

According to general principles, common evaluation metrics for classification algorithms include 

precision, accuracy, completeness and F1-score.Also, the confusion matrix of classification results, 

which can be used to observe the overall situation of classification results, with higher values on the 

main diagonal indicating better model effectiveness. The main parameters for assessing the 

effectiveness of the model are calculated by the formulae shown in (1), (2), (3) and (4) respectively. 
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There are also some proposed specialised assessment criteria more suitable for unbalanced 

samples, true class rate (ACC+), true negative class rate (ACC-), and G-mean, calculated as shown 

in (5), (6) respectively. 
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The confusion matrix is shown in Table 3 

Table 3. Confusion matrix for classification results 

The real situation 
Predicted results 

Positive Example Counterexamples 

Positive Example TP (True Example) FN (False counterexample) 

Counter-examples FP (False Positive Example) TN (True Counterexample) 

3. Experimental Study 

3.1. Course Selection Behavioural Characteristics 

Course selection behaviour features are constructed from student course selection data to 

correlate with student course pressures and preferences. The data structure of the student course 

selection data is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Data structure for course selection data 

Field name Field type 
Field 

length 
Field meaning Field example 

Id Int 11 Self-incrementing id 75277113 

Stuempno Varchar 255 Unique student identifier 73398528aca10ad5 

Course_code Varchar 32 Course code B1800830 

Course_name Varchar 100 Course name Foundations of thought and ethics i 

Credit Double - Course credit 1.5 

Course_type Varchar 32 Course category A compulsory public course 

Year Varchar 9 Academic year 2018-2019 

Term Varchar 1 Semester 1 

Course-related statistical features include the number of courses taken in the current semester, 

the total number of credits taken, as well as the number of courses by category and the number of 

credits. Course categories include compulsory public courses, foundation courses, compulsory 

professional courses and professional elective courses. In addition, the course selection data is used 

to construct a preference profile for students to take courses, such as whether or not to take 

psychology-related courses, with a value of 0 or 1 for this dimension, i.e. 
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                           (7) 

x is the number of psychologically related courses chosen by the student. 

The higher the academic pressure, the higher the demands on students' stress tolerance, and the 

more likely it is that students will have an imbalance in their psychological state. Statistically, the 

total number of credits in the current semester for the depressed and non-depressed groups is 24.27 

and 24.12 respectively, and the average number of courses is 9.40 and 9.33 respectively, which is 

not very different between the different groups. The variability in this feature dimension is not very 

large. 
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3.2. Outlier Detection (LOF) Model 

To investigate the difference between the classification algorithm and the outlier detection 

algorithm, the four main features were also substituted into the density-based LOF model used for 

outlier detection, which is an unsupervised model and therefore does not require a training process. 

As shown in Equation (2.16), we only need to set its kth distance neighbourhood Nk(p), i.e. the 

number of points around each point reference, which works best when k=15. 

The LOF algorithm calculates the LOF (local outlier factor) for each point as a local outlier 

factor, and then sorts them to take the top 10% of samples as outliers according to the set outlier 

probability.  

Finally, the student psychological stress assessment algorithm consists of two models, ES-ANN 

and LOF, and the main algorithm flow is as follows. 

Psychological Stress Assessment Algorithm

Input: dataset to calculate four major eigenvalues FNT. fgc fsnfd

ES-ANN learning rate a

Number of ES-ANN weak classifiers n

LOF kth nearest neighbour distance

LOF anomaly rate value 0.1

Outputs.

Randomly initialize the es-Ann network weights, assign each weak classifier a 

randomly selected positive

samples and all negative samples as the training set

Repeat

Optimize the es-Ann algorithm category cross-entropy according to the adam 

algorithm

Update

until convergence

Calculate es-Ann test set results

Calculate LOF outlier detection results  

Figure 3. Psychological Stress Assessment Algorithm 

4. Experiment Analysis 

4.1. Experimental Parameter Selection 

There are three main parameters that affect the results of this experiment, one is the number of 

weak classifiers n of the integrated sampling neural network, one is the learning rate α of the neural 

network training, and the last one is the kth distance domain k value of the anomaly detection 

algorithm LOF. To start with the supervised learning part of the integrated sampling neural network 

algorithm, the learning rate α for each weak classifier has to be determined before deciding on the 

number of weak classifiers n, and thus the effectiveness of the overall model. This is shown in 

Tables 5 and 6. 

Figure 4 shows the results for the default selection of 5 weak classifiers, which shows that the 

learning rate α is clearly optimal when set to 0.001, which is also consistent with the results of the 

recommended parameters from online research. 
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Table 5. Optimization of the learning rate parameter α 

Number of weak classifiers n Learning rate α Training set ACC Test set ACC 

5 0.5 0.66 0.61 

5 0.1 0.66 0.63 

5 0.05 0.71 0.68 

5 0.01 0.78 0.73 

5 0.001 0.88 0.80 

 

 

Figure 4. Learning rate α merit search effect graph 

Table 6. Number of weak classifiers parameter n Optimization search 

Learning rate α Number of weak classifiers n Training set ACC Test set ACC 

0.001 1 0.939 0.900 

0.001 3 0.771 0.697 

0.001 5 0.881 0.803 

0.001 7 0.782 0.740 

 

The results are shown in Figure 5 above, if the number of weak classifiers n=1, it is actually a 

neural network model without integrated sampling process. This is due to the non-equilibrium 

problem of the sample, and the accuracy at this point basically reflects the probability distribution 

of the sample, and in fact such a model has little practical application. 

At n=3,5,7 the algorithmic model of the integrated sampling neural network is used, only 

because the number of weak classifiers is chosen differently, and the difference in the number of 

weak classifiers will lead to a change in the structure of the positive and negative sample ratios and 

feature learning in the training set of each weak classifier. The effect increases at the beginning and 

can be seen to be best at n=5, and then decreases significantly at n=7, probably because the small 

experimental sample set, split into 7, results in poor feature learning in each training set, and the 

small training data results in a decrease in weak classifier performance. It can be seen that the best 

results are obtained with n=5, as each weak classifier is well trained and the overall model works 

best. 
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Figure 5. Number of weak classifiers parameter n Optimization search effect 

Similarly, in the anomaly detection algorithm LOF, we need to investigate the effect of taking 

different values of k for the kth distance domain on the effectiveness of the model. The accuracy 

results for taking k=5,10,15,20,25,30,35 are shown in Table 7 below. 

Table 7. kth distance nearest neighbor search 

Kth distance nearest neighbour Accuracy acc (anomaly rate 0.1) Accuracy acc (anomaly rate 0.2) 

5 0.84 0.78 

10 0.90 0.80 

15 0.93 0.83 

20 0.92 0.85 

25 0.92 0.85 

30 0.93 0.84 

35 0.93 0.84 

 

 

Figure 6. kth distance nearest neighbor search effect 
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This is because we set the anomaly rate to 0.1 according to the actual situation of the sample, 

which actually limits the number of false positives to negative samples and makes the LOF effect 

better from the ACC alone. The accuracy ACC of the LOF algorithm starts to increase with 

increasing k values, as the algorithm is strengthened by taking into account the density of more 

nearby points, peaks at around k=15, then decreases a little, peaks again at k=30, and then stabilises. 

However, with larger k values the running time grows because of the number of surrounding sample 

points that need to be computed for each sample, so k=15 is chosen as the optimal number. 

4.2. Comparison of the ES-ANN and LOF Models 

When the integrated sampling neural network ES-ANN and the anomaly detection LOF models 

are compared in terms of all evaluation metrics, the data are as follows 

Table 8. Performance results of the two models 

Algorithms R P ACC+ ACC- G-mean F1-score 
ES-ANN 0.88 0.43 0.88 0.77 0.82 0.58 

LOF 0.71 0.55 0.71 0.95 0.82 0.62 
 

 

Figure 7. Analysis of the performance results of the two models 

Figure 7 shows that the ES-ANN model is more effective in judging the true positive class as 

positive class, while the LOF model is more effective in judging the true negative class as negative 

class, and the G-mean values of the two models are almost equal. The good effect of the LOF is due 

to the fact that the F1-score of the LOF is higher due to the fact that the exception rate of 0.1 is set 

to limit the number of negative classes misclassified as positive classes and the fact that the test set 

is all samples, so that a small number of misclassifications has a small impact on the whole. Overall, 

the supervised ES-ANN algorithm works better and the logical interpretation is more reasonable 

than using the unsupervised LOF algorithm directly. 

5. Conclusion 

Preventing students' psychological crisis behaviour and helping them to overcome their 
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psychological crisis is not only a very common but extremely important issue related to students' 

psychological health, but also a very necessary and urgent practical issue related to students' family 

happiness, university talent training and social harmony and stability. With the rapid development 

of the economy and society, the development and growth environment of students is becoming 

more and more complex and uncertain, and students' psychological crisis behaviour presents new 

characteristics and patterns, which puts forward new requirements for theories and methods of 

student psychological crisis intervention, and new challenges for the concepts and strategies of 

student mental health management. 
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